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REPUBLIC OF KENYA 

UASIN GISHU COUNTY ASSEMBLY 
THE HANSARD 

Thursday, 8
th 

March, 2018 

The House Met at 2: 56 PM 

[Mr. Speaker (Hon Hosea Koror) in the Chair] 

PRAYERS 

 

COMMUNICATION FROM THE CHAIR 

REPORTS OF FACT-FINDING AND BENCH-MARKING TRIPS 

Deputy Speaker: Honourable Members, I would wish to take this opportunity to welcome all 

Honourable Members to this session  particularly after this short recess which we had in view,  

Honourable Members, to attend various committees and to bench mark.  I would wish to inform 

the chairs of various committees that in the next 10 days we will be expecting various 

committees to table their reports on facts finding, on bench- marking issues and other issues that 

were committed to them during the period that we were away.  

CONFLICT BETWEEN COUNTY ASKARIS AND TRADERS IN EDLORET TOWN 

I would wish also bring it to your attention, Honourable Members,  that we are on a receipt of  

concern on the  recent conflict with  County Askaris  from Eldoret Market Traders Association 

and they are saying that we  Eldoret Traders Association and the  Stakeholders of the  wholesale 

and retail market wish to bring to your attention on whatever transpired on 22
nd

 February 2018  

around  the wholesale and the retail market between the County askaris and the Association is  

condemning what happened  and they are  raising quite  a number of  concerns and, Honourable 

Members, you are aware that this House   did adopt some  Members to be  in ad hoc Committee 

on this issue. Therefore this concern raised by Eldoret Traders Market Association is deemed 

Committed to that taskforce through their chair.  Thank you, Honourable Members. 

Clerk! 

NOTICE OF MOTION 

DECENTRALIZATION OF ROAD MACHINERY AND SERVICES 

(Hon Pius Kigen, MCA Tembelio Ward) 

Mr. Speaker: Honourable Pius. 
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Hon Kigen: Honourable Speaker, I stand to give a notice of Motion: 

Aware that,  currently the road grading works are operated on a centralized basis from the 

County Headquarters; Further aware that this mode of operation tends to be bureaucratic, long 

and has been a source of many complaints from some stakeholders; Concerned that in the past 

lack of transparency and accountability in fuel consumption and other logistics has been a major 

source of dissatisfaction; Noting that the decentralization of plant and machinery operations will 

enhance accountability and transparency: This county Assembly urges the County Government 

through the department of Roads, Transport, Energy and Public Works to develop a policy that 

will enable the decentralization of plant machinery and other logistics for the road works to the 

Ward level. 

 Thank you. 

Deputy Speaker: Thank you. Honourable Members, that Motion will be moved at an 

appropriate time on our Order paper. 

Proceed, Clerk! 

Deputy Speaker: Honourable Pius Kigen. 

MOTION 

DECENTRALIZATION OF ROAD MACHINERY AND SERVICES 

(Hon Pius Kigen, MCA Tembelio Ward) 

Hon Pius Kigen: Aware that  currently the road grading works are operated on a centralized 

basis from the County Headquarters; Further aware that this mode of operation tends be 

bureaucratic,  long and has been a source of many complaints from some stakeholders ; 

Concerned that in the past lack of transparency and accountability in fuel consumption and 

other logistics has been a major source of dissatisfaction; Noting that the decentralization of 

plant and machinery operations will enhance accountability and transparency: This County 

Assembly urges the County Government through the department of Roads, Transport, Energy 

and Public Works to develop a policy that will enable the decentralization of plant machinery 

and other logistics for the road works to the ward level.  

Honourable Speaker, this Motion has come in the wake of what is going on currently. A few 

days or weeks ago we had an interaction with the CEC and we realized that there is deficiency in 

a way that nothing or no instrument has been put in place to give effect to the actualization of 

these activities. Indeed   this Motion has come at the right time and we want to urge all Members 

that we do support this Motion because indeed if we don‟t decentralize the operation of this 
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machinery, it will be very difficult and almost impossible in the discharge of its function of 

doing activities in Ward level.  

Honourable Speaker, the spirit of devolution was intended that services are taken closer to the 

people. It wills negate and, Honourable Speaker, beat the logic of devolution if operations of this 

plants and machinery will still be operated at the centralized point.  This is the reason many 

Wards have been crying that there is no equity, fairness.  If we approve this Motion it will allow 

the CEC in a cabinet meeting to pass and develop a policy that will run and manage the plant and 

machinery within this county. We will need to identify how many machines we have and we 

divide them as much as possible to the sub counties. This policy  will also enable and it will 

dispel that we will  need also to have engineers  in charge of  the Sub County  level  supervisors 

and we  will need, Honourable Speaker, to   be allowed maybe to operate with  the local petrol 

stations within the locality and the Sub  County Administrators  along with the engineers who 

will manage the process  and it will bring services closer to the people, Honourable Speaker. So I 

want to urge the Members that for us to stop crying and for us to  devolve and ensure that 

services are closer  , Honourable  Speaker, I want to urge  Honourable Members that we really  

pass this Motion and allow this policy to come into effect  so that we will  start  immediately.  

last time , we only urged but I  thought we needed to have prepared a policy  because a policy, 

Honourable Speaker, is the road  map and it is the beginning  of possibly  going to the  extent of 

coming up with  a Bill.  

So, Honourable Speaker, I want to strongly urge the Members of this House that in the event that 

this Motion is approved, we need the Implementation Committee to make a follow-up   with 

speed because the rains are starting because we need to divide these machines into the Sub 

County so that the Sub Counties will start their programmes and we will not be going to the CEC 

anymore we; will not be going to Chief Officer anymore; we will manage our processes at our 

Sub County.  Honourable Speaker, we will need even to include into the budget   that 

management of these activities and functions are also budgeted for so that we stop the 

complaints because the services have gone closer to the people.  We don‟t want to have 

machines also staying the whole year in a centre and the people are seeing it.  I think this  

Motion will address all this deficiencies and it will go along  away in addressing what I could say  

has been a monster in  the previous  dispensation. 

 I would like to ask Honourable Jonathan Ngetich from Kaptagat to second this Motion, 

Honourable Speaker. 

Deputy Speaker: Proceed, Honourable Jonathan. 

Hon Ngetich: Thank you, Mr. Speaker Sir. 

(Point of order) 
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Deputy Speaker: Point of Order. What is out of Order? 

Hon Kiptanui: Mr. Speaker Sir, I don‟t know whether we are in order debating this Motion 

knowing very well that during the last Assembly the same Motion was before this House. I don‟t 

know what the law says,   what the Standing Order says when a certain term ends;   whether it 

nullifies all that was approved or not. So I don‟t know, Mr. Speaker, Sir. 

Deputy Speaker: Point of information, to whom, Honourable Member for Kiplombe? Order, 

Honourable Member for Tembelio! Honourable Member, do you require that information? 

Proceed. 

Hon Werambo: Thank you, Mr. Speaker Sir. Maybe I would wish to inform the Member that 

any Motion that is discussed after six months can be re-discussed. So from the time it was 

discussed in the other House more than one year has elapsed down. So I think we are in order,   

Mr. Speaker. Thank you. 

Deputy Speaker: Thank you. I think it is a great concern, Honourable Member  for Racecourse, 

that Motion  was introduced in 2016  and now  we are on 2018 and I think the House is still  in 

order to re-introduce  a Motion of  urging the  County Government to do a policy. We can 

proceed, Honourable Members. 

Honourable for Kaptagat. 

Hon Ngetich: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I rise to second the Motion moved by Honourable Pius 

Kigen, the author of the Motion is here with us and I think he will get an opportunity to give 

more details when that time comes if you allow us to do the discussion Mr. Speaker I second this 

Motion. It is very important for the County Government of Uasin Gishu to further devolve the 

machinery we have to Sub County level and, if possible, to the Ward level. We do have 

around15   graders but those which are in operation are around 12 graders. If we divide by the six 

Sub Counties then we know that we will have two graders per Sub County and it will be of great 

benefit to all of us, Mr. Speaker, at the Sub County level. We are given the engineers, those 

people concerned with fuel; we are given enough personnel to manage this machinery.  If the 

County Government of Uasin Gishu could have done that then the problem of lack of fuel as 

well as the problem of coordination of this machinery would be a thing of the past. 

Let us  urge the department of Roads ,  Public Works, Transport and Energy to speed  up and 

come up with the policy  framework and maybe before the policy framework, we can sit down  

together in a round table  and agree  for now that machineries  be given to the Sub  County level  

and devolved . We have  around  three dozers , in the    three  dozers, Mr. Speaker , we have the 

larger East which comprises of  Ainabkoi and Moiben;  we have the larger South  which 

comprises of Kapseret and Kesses and then  we have the  larger North which comprises Turbo 
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and Soy and if at the end of the day  the three  excavators are shared in that  way, then services  

should be closer to the people.  At some point you find that these machineries are at the same 

place at the expense of other places.   

Mr. Speaker, I really support this Motion and I urge the  other end of the Government that they 

should  implement as soon as possible  so that the people of Uasin Gishu  can realize the value of 

the  machinery.  You remember the other time we bought the machinery worth sh448, 000, 000, 

and we did that through KCB through asset-financing and we paid at that time some interest of 

almost sh50, 000, and 000.  Now the machinery is at the yard and we are not reaping the value of 

that machinery. In every financial year we have almost sh90, 000, 000 for maintenance cost, and 

if we are budgeting sh90, 000, 000, add sh100, 000, 000 for fuel, then we add some other money 

for graveling. At the end of the day we budgeted sh400, 000, 000 to sh500, 000, 000 in that 

department and, if we do not do proper coordination, then at the end of the day that money will 

not give value for it.  

I would wish that in future we critically analyze   the purchase of machinery   in County 

Government. The county Government is supposed to provide services; machinery, it has a lot. It 

has. The cost of maintenance and the cost of maintenance is very high. I  would have wished that 

while we are  budgeting a lot of money for  maintenance of this machinery, let us realize work 

done by the machinery and the only way  we can realize that is to  set the machinery in to the 

Sub  County level. 

 And apart from the machinery, allow me to mention something to do with devolution in terms of 

devolving to the Sub County level.  I would  have wished that in the near future again we just not  

devolve the machinery alone;  we devolve plus  the services  so that  in terms of procurement   

Sub County of Ainabkoi is given  head  of procurement , head of a given  department , head of 

accounts and even everything  so that procurement processes move very fast.  I am deviating 

slightly from the Motion but I would wish that in the near future devolution goes to the ground 

so that we decentralize from the head office. In other Counties like Nakuru, procurement 

processes are done at the Sub County level in all sectors.   In the department of roads, department 

of water, Education  and all  other departments   there is a head of procurement  of a  given Sub 

County  and the processes of  procuring will not  be tedious, Mr. Speaker .  It will move very fast 

and that is why sometimes we are in situation where we don‟t consume money.   

Bomet County, Mr. Speaker, in all the records that we have had from the controller of budget, 

they normally tell us that they have used 101% of the money allocated. Why one 101 %? It was 

only in 2014 that Bomet used 82%; at that time we were at 7%.  In many subsequent years 

Bomet were at 102 % or 110%. How can that be possible? It means that they consume this 

financial year‟s money and until that they exceed to the next year financial budget, so they 

procure as early as the budget is passed. We passed our budget in June last year; there is nothing 
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that has been done in department. Why? The process normally comes towards the end.   If we 

decentralize everything including machinery, procurement and all other services then the people 

of Uasin Gishu County will realize what we are given by the County Government. 

Mr. Speaker Sir, with those very many remarks,   I   second the Motion and urge this House to 

approve.  I know the concern raised by Honourable Amos Kiptanui.  He rose on a point of Order.   

There is no harm as well, Mr. Speaker, having this. Being a new Government --- this is the 

second Assembly.  It was discussed in the first Assembly and we can still revisit for the benefit 

of the people of Uasin Gishu.  Maybe it was not implemented the other time. Let us try this time 

round; it can be implemented.  I have seen that he is armed with Standing Orders and all that, 

Mr. Speaker Sir, let us ask him that we try our luck this time round; maybe it can be 

implemented for the sake of the people of Uasin Gishu.  Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

Deputy Speaker:  Thank you, Honourable Member for Kaptagat. A Motion has been moved and 

seconded and therefore I propose a question. 

(Question proposed) 

Deputy Speaker: Ensuing debate.  

Mover! Not mover. Honourable Member for Barsombe, I want to give you chance. 

Hon Yego: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I want take this  opportunity  to congratulate Honourable 

Pius Kigen for moving this Motion  concerning the grading  of the roads in our County as we 

know the operation of grading has been  centralized for a long time and the plans of operational 

have not been fair  to all parts of our County. I stand to support this Motion  today that this 

County Assembly through  the department of Roads , Transport  Energy and Public Works  to 

develop a policy that  will enable the decentralization  of plants, machinery and other logistics   

for the roads to work on the  Ward level. 

I stand to support this Motion.  Thank you, Mr. Speaker Sir. 

Deputy Speaker: Thank you. Honourable Member for Ziwa. 

Hon Korir, J: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, for allowing me also to stand to support this Motion. 

Before I support this Motion , this is  a very very good Motion that has come at the right time  

but I don‟t know  whether this Motion will be captured because I am not seeing the Hansard and 

the Clerks  who normally capture  the Business of the day. Mr. Speaker this Motion that has been 

brought to this House this afternoon … 

(Point of order) 

Hon Talam:  Point of Order, Mr. Speaker Sir. 
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 Deputy Speaker. Point o f Order. What is out of Order, Honourable Member for Soy?  

Hon Talam:  Mr. Speaker Sir, as it has been raised by my dear colleague Honourable Korir, I 

think it is the tradition of this House to have the Hansard present so that what we are deliberating 

about is captured. Is it in Order for us to discuss when these people are not there? And if there 

are not there where are they? 

Deputy Speaker:  Thank you, Honourable Members for that concern. Order, Honourable 

Member for Ziwa! The Hansard is already there.   You cannot see them. The other Members who 

normally come to the gallery are just our staff not to capture anything, concerning this Assembly 

but the proceedings of this Honourable House are being recorded at the Hansard at the other end, 

Honourable Member for Soy and Ziwa. So we are in Order to transact our business we also have 

our two Clerks, we are in Order, Honourable Members.  We have the Serjeant-at-Arms and the 

entire … maybe you can come over, the Hansard lady, so that you can be seen that you are also 

… she is also there to record. 

Proceed. 

Hon Korir, J: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I also stand to support this Motion for one reason that … 

actually having supported this Motion because there is a problem with these machines. If you 

hear that we have around 15 machines or even 12 which are operational and they  have not be 

seen in our Wards since we came to this Assembly last year November. Ward programmes 

across this Uasin Gishu County have not been done. Now it is high time that we saw or separated 

these machines to every sub county as it has been supported by Honourable Member for 

Kaptagat Honourable Ngetich that we have all the staff in every sub county so that these 

machines and everything or work can be manned around every sub country and the work can be 

very easy to manage. You see at this juncture there is no operational machine that is there; all the   

graders are down; there is no fuel. we don‟t even  understand how and we have not graded our 

wards and there is no fuel at all for these graders and even though they  are saying … last week, 

Mr. Speaker,  we had a meeting with  CEC  here for roads and he said that this time round  we 

are going to divide these machine to  every sub county  but that was a discussion of a 

department,  but now  we want to make it a policy.  The way this Motion has been brought, it can 

be realized in this county that we separate to every sub county.  

Secondly, Mr. Speaker, also dozers should also be divided across the county by maybe merging 

the former Eldoret North, South and Eldoret East  so that these machines can reach wananchi in 

good time and also the area  MCA can be in  a position to  see that  the work is being done on the 

ground. Imagine now we are experiencing rain very soon.  The rains will be there but there is no 

road that has been graded at all and last year you saw how the rains distracted the roads across 

the county.  Our roads are in a pathetic … even if you go to some wards it is a problem. So I do 

agree that let us separate these machines to every sub county and that we make it as a policy. 
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Even if this policy was brought the other time, the policy can still be revisited. It is like any other 

policy that was set there before but because maybe because of challenges that were there, the 

policy can be revisited and attended. 

apart from setting these machines, I would also say that let us have the fuel for every ward, the 

30 wards that we have so that every Member can utilize his vote of fuel and also gravelling as 

well as culverts so that if he can exhaust before the end of financial year, he can still wait for the 

next financial year, because, Mr. Speaker, imagine now there is no fuel and there are some wards 

that have not been graded at all who consumes this fuel? The grader is there; there is no fuel. so 

it is good that we divide everything across the wards that we have so that every Member can see  

by himself and he can be in a position  to manage plus the  staff on the ground, that is, the ward 

administrator s  and all the officials  that will be set in that area. That will be good because now 

even if the fuel is finished, it is the Member to know or to be asked if the fuel is misused, but 

now who are we going to ask the fuel.  Even if the minister comes here like last week in the 

meeting of the department of roads, he says there is no fuel and then we are asking ourselves 

how fuel can get finished when some wards have not been graded. The services of the real 

Member or elected have not been attended.  So this are the issues. That is why that this is … Let 

us make it a policy in this House so that this issue   can be addressed once and for all. Thank you, 

Mr. Speaker. I stand to support.  

Deputy Speaker: Honourable Member for Cheptiret/Kipchamo. 

Hon Tenai: Thank you, Mr. Speaker Sir, for giving me this time.  I want to support this Motion 

In the essence that it has really come at the right time when, as people from different wards, we 

have a lot of challenges.  I took a case study of Segero Barsombe where in the previous 

Government I was made to understand that the roads were not done and this is because   the unit 

had not been decentralized. If you read the Article 176 of the Constitution - and allow me, Mr. 

Speaker Sir, to read it and it is about the county Government.  

Article 176(2) “every county Government shall decentralize its function and the provisions of its 

service to extent that it is efficient and practicable to do so.”  Mr. Speaker, I want to believe that 

what we are doing now is decentralization of services. The services by these graders will be felt 

if we say today that we are moving Motion and we are approving this Motion, it will   make sure 

that all the sub counties rearrange themselves and allocate every ward a specific time to do their 

specific roads. 

number two,   I want to say that even the issue to do with  the fuels - I believe when we were  

seed here because  I belong to the  committee for roads and the CEC  was able to tell us of the  

sh48, 000, 000 that was budgeted for fuel, sh23, 000, 000  had been already  been  consumed and 

I wonder where  this  sh23, 000, 000 had  been consumed;   which roads do  they do with the 

sh23, 000, 000. so  if it means decentralizing  this services, I would also be encouraged to feel 
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that the same  issue to do with fuel  should be decentralized  such that when the machinery  will 

be  in Kesses Sub County, for  example, Cheptiret/ Kipcahmo Ward I will be able to  know the 

litres that  that have been allocated to this ward vis-à-vis  the road that  will be done by the same 

amount  of  litres.  So in totality we will have development across the entire county because each 

and every ward will have specific allocation for specific jobs. It will be the role of the Member 

of county Assembly now to identify those roads which are supposed to be done.  Mr. Speaker 

Sir, I believe if we go by this, we will remove the issues to do with bureaucracy.   I wondered the 

other time when a grader was sent to my ward … it is so painful sending a grader just to be in my 

ward physically but not doing the intended job simply because of issues to do with fuel.  

Therefore if we pass this Motion the way it is I believe the Implementation    Committee, 

because I have heard that it was previously passed but it is upon also the Implementation 

Committee to ensure that this Motion is implemented in totality so that we will not be repeating 

come next time or come next year because we are within the law and the Constitution. 

So I believe with those few remarks, I stand to support this Motion, Mr. Speaker Sir. Thank you. 

Deputy Speaker: Honourable Songok.  

Hon Songok: Thank you, Mr. Speaker Sir. I stand to support my colleague in this issue of … 

(Point of order) 

Hon Korir, J: Point of order, Mr. Speaker.  

Deputy Speaker:  What is out of Order, Honourable Korir? 

Hon Korir: Mr. Speaker, I think this House deserves dignity. We don‟t have colleagues in this 

Assembly; we have Honourable Members.  

Deputy Speaker: Thank you, Honourable; you stand corrected, Honourable Member, and 

proceed. 

Hon Songok: Thank you, Honourable Speaker.  I think I withdraw that one and say, Honourable 

Members that I stand here to support this Motion. What I want to say is that the decentralization 

of these facilities -the roads like any other department such as education in the sub county; we 

agriculture extension officer in the sub county; we also have health in the sub county and roads 

department is the only one which is still in the central county. I see that the essence of this 

department devolving all this machinery to the sub county level is if essence because all roads 

will be done during the dry season. Those roads will be done well unlike now when the 

programmes of let us say sub county is being carried during the rainy season. You will find that 

no work will be done until the time elapses before any work is done.  so I can see that when all 
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this  machinery  is devolved to the  sub county, roads will be done during the dry season and we 

shall have  no problems of  saying that there is a sub county  where no work has been done. 

Therefore, I   want to say that I support this in totality that let us support his Motion. Thank you, 

Honourable Speaker.  

Deputy Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member for Soy. I have seen you, Honourable 

Member for Racecourse.  

Hon Talam: Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker, for giving this time to also contribute to this 

important Motion.  

Mr. Speaker, we are all aware that grading and other road doing  is very important to our 

constituents and I think that it is high time that the road  graveling machines, the dozers and what 

have you were decentralized to sub  county. I remember when I was in this House serving as 

councilor,  we had only  one grader serving two  constituencies, that was, Turbo and Soy  and we 

did Turbo and Soy and the fuel  was given per ward. The councilor by then was aware of the 

number of litres he was given to use   by that time.  Even now we can still apply that such that 

every ward should know the amount of money used to purchase fuel for certain particular ward. 

This is possible because we do not want scenario where some wards as we have heard are left 

without services.  We want situation where a programme has been done and it is only the 

transport officer concerned to make sure that on this particular date the grader will be in a 

particular ward.  Even if the area MCA is not all that vibrant enough to follow this machine the 

programmes should be followed by those who are doing the work from the executive. 

So, Mr. Speaker Sir, I think it is high time we devolved these machines and these machines 

should be there forever. We do not want situation where a certain period of time we are told 

these machines probably from Soy has been taken to Kesses. 

Another thing is that we want the committee concerned with implementation - because I have 

heard that this Motion was passed the other time and nothing was happened.  Therefore the 

committee on implementation should up their game.  We want to see work done. We want to see 

work done.  Even the Motion that has been passed here, Mr. Speaker, like the other one we 

passed for the supermarkets nothing has happened. So we want to be told what is it to be done so 

that this Motions we are passing are implemented. 

 So, Mr. Speaker Sir, we stand and we want our authority to be felt across the board. Anything 

we do our authority should be stamped so that we can be seen as a powerful House in this county 

such that all areas should know that we are there. 

Therefore I stand to support this Motion.  Thank you. 
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Deputy Speaker: Member for Racecourse.  

Hon Kiptanui: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, for this time. I rise to support this Motion, Mr. Speaker, 

and I want to give  assurance to my colleagues that I don‟t have any bad attitude towards  such 

Motion but it is good that we get clear because you are also aware that this Motion came before 

and it is good that for us to adopt good  practices, Mr. Speaker. 

I find it that we shall be  setting a precedent which  may not  be good where we shall be passing 

Motions and nothing is dome and the  other side will say let us wait for them to come up with the 

second Motion  and probably the third Motion . So it is good actually to be consistent on what 

we are supposed to.  

I want to say this Motion is timely and I want to support the last statement made by Honourable 

Jonathan that let us try our luck this time though such statement shows or has some elements of 

desperation which is not good   for us as Honourable Members who have all power to exercise   

and where to exercise those. We have all that it takes, Mr. Speaker. Maybe as soon as we are 

done with this Motion, the committee on implementation should do a follow-up so that whatever 

the Motion, after its approval in this Assembly, should be taken with a lot of seriousness, 

because indeed the issue of machinery has been an issue, a more serious issue than any other 

issue, Mr. Speaker. In fact some of us who made back to this second Assembly it was just by the 

grace, mercy and love of God. If it was about machinery, Mr. Speaker, majority of us who are 

here today could not be here but I don‟t know the paradox that those who enjoyed the same 

services   never saw the door of this second Assembly but may God forgive us but I am very 

optimistic that in the coming future, when do something to our people they will appreciate it.  

So by county Government devolving this machinery to the lowest level of devolved unit, it will 

also assist in terms of supervision because currently, Mr. Speaker, anyone can go prove that. 

Should you go the office of the department of the Public Works and Roads, nobody can tell you 

where the machinery is, nobody   can explain that. It is like a market place. It is like a market 

place. Somebody will tell, you „Oh…. I saw a certain grader going to a certain direction; I don‟t 

know who has gone with this grader.‟  I don‟t if we made a mistake by acquiring this machinery 

because now we have all assortments of machinery ranging from lights, fuel takers, and mobile 

workshop but when you compare the benefit or the products of this kind of investment it is not 

really commensurate. It is not commensurate with the kind of investment that we have done, Mr. 

Speaker. 

I want o say that those who are in charge or with responsibilities of supervising this are taking 

the advantage of the prevailing set-up, which at the end of the day; they are not serving to the 

expectation of the Members who happen to be the representatives of the people.  
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So, I want to believe after we have  passed this  Motion, I want to request  this Honourable 

House that  let us go a notch higher and, Mr. Speaker, - if you will allow me to use this. There 

was popular statement that time that as soon as we dispense this Motion using or exercising your 

powers and invoking standing orders that are with you, Mr. Speaker, that you instruct the 

Sergeant-at-Arms, Mr. Speaker, in full uniform and also I request that now he be given 

protection; we have the armed police officers or men there - to be escorted to the department of 

roads or the county secretary‟s office to deliver this Motion because it is no longer a joke. This is 

because can you imagine the whole of last year 2016, 2017 there was no grader in my ward. This 

2017 -2018 we are now coming to the end of this financial year. The only time that I see the 

grader is like now when there is show ground there which is of no benefit to the people of 

Racecourse. I want to believe that it will benefit the entire Uasin Gishu and even beyond but it is 

not a specific benefit of Racecourse ward. 

 So, Mr. Speaker, we want to do away with such kind of scenario and confusion. The issue of 

fuel, I am meant to understand that currently we have a fleet of vehicles and fotons are not yet 

operational, you can imagine.  I understand there are 40 fotons there. Tomorrow when they will 

be in operation, will you get fuel really? There will be no fuel. So we have to set and separate 

budgetary allocating for fuel, for machinery and for motor vehicles. Let that one be under a 

different vote or wherever so that we can exercise our oversight, check and balances. 

So, Mr. Speaker, this Motion is in line with Kenyan Constitution Article 174 which demands the 

decentralization of services to the lowest devolved   level of devolved units for the purpose of 

better service delivery to our people. I therefore support this Motion and. thank you.   

Deputy Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member for Racecourse. Honourable Member for 

Kapoya. 

Hon Kemboi, I: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Sir for giving me this opportunity. First and foremost, 

I am taking this opportunity to congratulate the Member who came with this noble Motion. I 

support this Motion fully because the people of Uasin Gishu need services and the way the 

county Government is working is not fair because we need equitable distribution of resources 

and services across all the wards of this county and as we know we spend more money to 

purchase all these machines and our people are not enjoying this service. so if these  machines 

will be distributed across  all sub counties of  this county, then we hope that  each and every 

ward will get  its services because roads ,  like now the way  we are almost approaching   end of 

the year and we have not seen  graders in our wards Mr. Speaker Sir. 

 So I urge this Honourable House to pass this Motion so that our people will get the best services 

ever than the previous time. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I do support his Motion.  

Deputy Speaker: I therefore put the question, Honourable Members.  
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(Question put and agreed to) 

Deputy Speaker:  A communication will be done and as soon as possible  and we are expecting 

the committee on implementation to do  a follow-up over the same so that  a policy may be 

developed and, if it is there, it  should be brought again for more interrogation  and finally  a 

ratification  in this  Honourable House.  

ADJOURNMENT 

Deputy Speaker: Honourable Members, there being no other business on our Order paper, the 

House stands adjourned until Tuesday at 2:30 PM. 

House rose at 3: 47 PM 

 

 

 

 

 


